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Single-mode approximation in a spinor-1 atomic condensate
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We investigate the validity conditions of the single-mode approximation~SMA! in a spinor-1 atomic con-
densate when effects due to residual magnetic fields are negligible. For atomic interactions of the ferromag-
netic type, the SMA is shown to be exact, with a mode function different from what is commonly used.
However, the quantitative deviation is small under current experimental conditions~for 87Rb atoms!. For
antiferromagnetic interactions, we find that the SMA becomes invalid in general. The differences among the
mean-field mode functions for the three spin components are shown to depend strongly on the system mag-
netization. Our results can be important for studies of beyond mean-field quantum correlations, such as
fragmentation, spin squeezing, and multipartite entanglement.
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Trapped atomic quantum gases have provided a rem
able testing ground for quantum many-body theory@1#. Since
the discovery of the first atomic Bose-Einstein condens
@2#, mean-field theory has been applied with great succes
these systems, arguably because~1! low-energy atom-atom
interaction can be simply parametrized by ans-wave scatter-
ing lengthasc where atoms behave as hard spheres of ef
tive radii asc; and ~2! most current atomic gases are dilu
with densitiesn satisfyingnasc

3 !1 @3#. Increasingly, theoret-
ical and experimental attentions are directed towards bey
mean field effects. In this regard, spinor-1 atomic cond
sates have become a prototype system for many recent
ies @4–7#. Several interesting results have already been
tained, e.g., multiparticle and continuous variable-ty
entanglement@4#, spin mixing @5#, spinor four-wave mixing
@6#, and super fragmentation and coherent fragmentation@7#.
The single-mode approximation~SMA! is often adopted for
these studies when a mean-field approach with a vecto
order parameter becomes inappropriate@8–10#. Beyond
mean field quantum effects have been found both when t
is no external fields@5,6# and when there is an external ma
netic or optical field@11–15#. To justify the use of the SMA,
earlier studies often compared with solutions of the coup
Gross-Pitaevskii~GP! equation for the different spin compo
nents and enforced an upper limit on the number of ato
@4,11#. While there is not a generally adopted limit, it
typically estimated thatN should be less than 104, a rather
small number for current experiments.

In this paper we investigate the validity conditions of t
SMA in spinor-1 atom condensate@16,17#. Our initial aim
was to provide a reliable thermodynamic phase diagram f
trapped spinor-1 atomic gas@18#. Surprisingly, interesting
zero temperature results from the coupled GP equations
veal intricate relationships of the mode functions for t
three spin components due to the constraint on the sys
magnetization.

We consider a spinor-1 atomic condensate in the abse
of an external magnetic field. As partitioned by Lawet al.
@5#, the system HamiltonianH separates into a symmetr
part ~under spin exchange!
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HS5E drWS Ca
†LabCb1

c0

2
Ca

†Cb
†CbCaD , ~1!

with Lab52\2¹2/2M1Vext, and an asymmetric part

HA5
c2

2 E drWCa
†~Fh!abCbCm

† ~Fh!mnCn , ~2!

whereCa (a50,6) denotes the annihilation field operato
for theath component.Fh5x,y,z are the spin-1 matrix repre
sentation, and a summation over repeated indices is assu
in Eqs.~1! and~2!. The external trapping potentialVext(rW) is
spin independent as in a far off-resonant optical dipole fo
trap ~FORT! which makes atomic spinor degrees of freedo
completely accessible. The pair interaction coefficients
c054p\2(a012a2)/3M and c254p\2(a22a0)/3M , with
a0 (a2) thes-wave scattering length for two spin-1 atoms
the combined symmetric channel of total spin 0~2!. The only
state changing collision in Eq.~2! occurs through the cou
pling C0

†C0
†C1C21H.c., which conserves the syste

magnetization M5*drW^Fz&5*drW@C1
† C12C2

† C2#.
M-changing inelastic~‘‘bad’’ ! collisions occur at a much
longer time scale as compared with a condensate’s typ
lifetime, and therefore are excluded here as in all previo
studies. Although the real-time dynamics governed byHS

1HA conserves the total atom numberN5*drW@C1
† C1

1C0
†C01C2

† C2# andM, the ground state obtained from
global minimization ofHS1HA is not automatically guaran
teed to have the sameN and M. We therefore introduce
separate Lagrange multipliersB to guarantee the conserva
tion of M and the chemical potentialm to conserveN. The
ground state is then determined by a minimization of
free-energy functionalF5HS1HA2mN2BM. Mathemati-
cally, this task turns out to be highly nontrivial. In fact, mo
previous discussions on spinor-1 condensates did not m
mize H under the constraint of a conservedM. Therefore,
their resulting ground states are the global ground states
can only be reached if the system can coherently adjus
initial M value. Such a situation is inconsistent with curre
experiments.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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One of the strongest physics support for the SMA com
from the fact thata0;a2 for a spinor-1 (87Rb) condensate
This gives rise touc2u!uc0u @5,9#. ThusHA is much smaller
as compared withHS , and can be considered as a perturb
tion by assuming the SMA

Ca~rW !5aafSMA~rW !, a50,6, ~3!

i.e., with a common mode functionfSMA(rW) ~normalized to
1!. The Fock state boson operatorsaa satisfy @aa ,ag

†#

5dag , @aa ,ag#50. fSMA(rW) is determined fromHS alone
~without HA) according to@5#

F2
\2¹2

2M
1Vext1c0NufSMAu2GfSMA~rW !5mfSMA~rW !.

~4!

It shares similar physics of the often used spin-charge s
ration in condensate matter systems. Since its introduct
the SMA has been used frequently@4–7,19#. A notable ex-
ception is the work by Ueda@20#, who went beyond the
SMA by studying a translational invariant system with t
use of a plane-wave basis. Correlations between spatial
spinor degrees of freedom were then shown to lead to eff
associated with density waves and spin waves. For a trap
system as studied here, the use of a plane-wave basis
comes inappropriate.

The same SMA is sometimes also used in a spin-1/2
tem by assumingf0(rW)5f1(rW) @21–24#. This is less critical
as the resulting Hamiltonian proportional toJz

2 remains in
the same symmetry group in the Schwinger boson repre
tation, although with a different coefficient and the presen
of additional linear terms inJm . The validity of the SMA in
this case has been tested recently using the rigorous pos
P approach@23,24#.

For a spinor-1 condensate, however, complications a
when spin component mode functions are taken to be dif
ent. The effective Hamiltonian thus obtained contains no
gular momentum symmetry at all in its correspondi
Schwinger boson representation. This naturally calls fo
critical investigation of the SMA. To check the validity of th
SMA, we start with the mean field and find separate s
component mode functions^Ca&5Fa ~at zero temperature!.
The dynamics ofFa for the ground state is governed b
HS1HA , which obeys the following coupled GP equation

i\Ḟ15@H2B1c2~n11n02n2!#F11c2F0
2F2* ,

i\Ḟ05@H1c2~n11n2!#F012c2F0* F1F2 , ~5!

i\Ḟ25@H1B1c2~n21n02n1!#F21c2F0
2F1* ,

with H52\2¹2/2M1Vext1c0n, na5uFau2, and n5n1

1n01n2 . We have developed a reliable numerical alg
rithm based on propagating Eq.~5! in imaginary time (i t )
that converges to the ground state while maintaining the c
servation of bothN andM. We take the initial wave function
to be a complex Gaussian with a constant velocity, i
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e2(x2/2qx
2
1y2/2qy

2
1z2/2qz

2)e2 ikW•rW, whereqx , qy , qz , and kW are
adjustable parameters that shall not affect the final conver
solution. In the simplest case for the ground state, we ass
Fa(rW)5uFa(rW)ueiua with ua a global phase independent o
rW. Then only the relative phaseD52u02u12u2 shows up
in F with a term proportional toc2uF1F2F0

2ucosD. This
gives D50 ~for c2,0) or p ~for c2.0) whenF is mini-
mized @25#, a conclusion also verified by numerical calcul
tions. As first stated by Ho@9#, the spinor-1 condensat
HamiltonianH5HS1HA is invariant under gauge transfo
mation eiu and spin rotations U(a,b,t)
5e2 iF zae2 iF ybe2 iF zt. For the ground state that conserv
M, however, the spin rotation symmetry is reduced to
subgroup SO~2! generated bye2 iF za. Thus irrespective of
the signs of c2, a transformation of the form
e2 iu0e2 iF z(u12u2)/2 can always reduce a complex solution
a real one@25#.

When B50 as for ferromagnetic interactions with an
values of magnetizationM<N or for antiferromagnetic in-
teractions withM50, we find uf1u[uf2u from the sym-
metry of Eq. ~5!. We then rescale the wave functionfa

5Fa /ANa such thatfa is normalized to 1@*drWuFm(rW)u2
5Nm , the number of atoms in themth component#, the
asymmetric interaction energy then becomes

EA5
c2

2 E drW@~N1uf1u22N2uf2u2!2

12N1N0uf1u2uf0u212N2N0uf2u2uf0u2

14N0~N1N2!1/2uf0u2uf1uuf2ucosD#. ~6!

For ferromagnetic interactions (c2,0 andD50), we thus
prove in general thatEA is minimized when

uf1u5uf0u5uf2u5ufu, ~7!

and N0 /N5(12M 2/N2)/2. The latter result~independent
of all other parameters! was first obtained in Ref.@11# assum-
ing the SMA, i.e., essentially assuming Eq.~7!. Our numeri-
cal solutions closely follow this as shown in Fig. 1. F
antiferromagnetic interactions (c2.0), B50 holds only
whenM50. In this case, usingD5p, we prove in general
that EA is minimized to zero under Eq.~7!, while N0 can be
any value<N @11#.

FIG. 1. TheM dependence ofN0 in the ferromagnetic case
The solid line showsN0 /N5(12M 2/N2)/2, while the dots are
numerical results. The agreement is remarkable.
1-2
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For antiferromagnetic interactions (MÞ0), we find that
mode functions for the three spin components are differ
~see Fig. 2!. Further analysis show thatEA is minimized if
N050 @11#.

We now discuss the relationship of Eq.~7! to the SMA
Eq. ~4!. We note that the validity of Eq.~7! ~includingHA) is
in fact not equivalent to the validity of the SMA~excluding
HA). For ferromagnetic interactions, with Eq.~7! and the
relation betweenN0 andM, Eq. ~5! simplifies to

F2
\2¹2

2M
1Vext1~c01c2!Nufu2Gf~rW !5mf~rW !. ~8!

This shows thatf(rW) is independent ofM, and its deviation
from fSMA comes only from thec2 term. This result can in
fact be easily understood. Sincec01c254p\2a2 /M , f(rW)
of Eq. ~8! is simply the ground state of the GP equation
an atomic scattering length ofa2. In a ferromagnetic state
atomic spins are aligned locally. Two such atoms (F1,251)
only collide in the symmetric total spinF52 channel. For
quantitative results, we comparedz^fufSMA& z for 87Rb atoms
with a05101.8aB and a25100.4aB @26# (aB is the Bohr
radius!. Other assumptions are the typical radial trap f
quency v r52p3103 (Hz), the axial trap frequencyvz
5lv r , and l50.1, 1, and 10. We also tookN53.16
3105 and varied the total magnetizationM/N from 0 to 1.

FIG. 2. The original~left column! and the renormalized~right
column! wave functions along radial~upper panel! and axial~lower
panel! directions for the1 ~solid line! and the2 ~dashed line! spin
components. Other parameters areN53.163105, M/N50.5, and
l52. All lengths are in units ofA\/mv r .

FIG. 3. M and N dependence of the overlap integr
u^f2ufSMA&u for 23Na atoms (l51). z^f1ufSMA& z is essentially 1
to within 60.001 in the same region.
01160
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Under these conditions, we find uniformly thatz^fufSMA& z
'1 essentially becauseuc2u!uc0u.

For antiferromagnetic interactions (c2.0), the following
two special cases arise:~1! whenM50, using Eq.~5!, we
prove thatufau5ufSMAu, which means the SMA is exact in
this case;~2! whenM5N, f1 satisfies the same equation
Eq. ~8!, so its derivation from the SMA only originates from
the c2 term. For 23Na atoms, we usea0550aB and a2
555aB @27# as an example in this case. Other paramet
used are the same as in the ferromagnetic case. SincN0
50, we consider only the6 components. Figure 2 show
the original and renormalized wave function forN53.16
3105, M/N50.5, andl52. We see clearly thatf1 and
f2 are different. Figure 3 shows the magnetization and at
number dependence ofz^f2ufSMA& z for a spherical trap.
Since the1 component contains the majority number
atoms, it is natural to findz^f1ufSMA& z'1. The value of
z^f1ufSMA& z at M'N also indicates that the deviation con
tributed byc2 alone is also small for23Na atoms. While for
z^f2ufSMA& z we see it becomes as low as 0.75 whenN
53.163105 and whenM approachesN. To distinguish the
different sources of deviations, we plotEc0

5(c0/2)*drWn2,

EA , andBM in Fig. 4. We see that theBM term contributes
the most. In Fig. 5 the overlap integral is shown to a
depend on the trap aspect ratiol.

Finally, we discuss the implications of our result on t
macroscopic alignment of the total spin of a spinor cond
sate. For ferromagnetic interactions, the spatial distribut
of the total spin^FW (rW)&[(abFa* (rW)FW abFb(rW) is found to

FIG. 4. TheM dependence of energy components~in units of
\v r) Ec0

~solid line!, EA ~dashed line!, andBM ~dash-dotted line!
for the 23Na atom atl51 andN53.163105.

FIG. 5. The overlapz^f6ufSMA& z for l50.1 ~solid line!, 1
~dashed line!, and 10~dash-dotted line!.
1-3
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be pointed along the same direction, i.e., independent of
spatial coordinates. UsingD50, N05N(12M 2/N2)/2, and
N65N(16M/N)2/4, it can be expressed as

^FW ~rW !&5uf~rW !u2S AN22M 2 cos~u12u0!

2AN22M 2 sin~u12u0!

M
D . ~9!

For antiferromagnetic interactions, we find

^FW ~rW !&5S 0

0

N1uf1~rW !u22N2uf2~rW !u2
D , ~10!

a state with all spins aligned in the6z direction. It reduces
to ^FW (rW)&50W for M50.

To conclude, we presented both analytic and numer
studies of the validity of the SMA. We find that deviations
the ground state solution from thefSMA(rW) come from two
sources: thec2 or the B ~due to conservation ofM) term.
For ferromagnetic interactions, the only source is thec2
term, which is negligible for87Rb atoms. One can therefor
safely use the SMA. For antiferromagnetic interactions
M50, fSMA becomes the exact ground-state wave functi
For M.0, however, one can still use thefSMA for f1 , but
:/

t
of
r.
e
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f2 differs significantly if bothN and M are large. In this
case theBM term contributes the most to the deviation. O
conclusions from this study apply to the ground states o
spinor condensate. For dynamic problems Ref.@11#, the
SMA may become worse. Our study suggests that instea
making the SMA as in Eq.~3!, an improved SMA could
consist of Cm5amfm(rW), where the mean-field solution
Fm(rW) and its associated effective spin mode functionfm

5Fm(rW)/ANm are obtained under the constraints of co
servedN and M. Such an approach can be important
studying beyond mean-field quantum correlations. In a for
coming paper, we will report some results on condens
fragmentation.

In summary, we have presented a detailed investigatio
the SMA for a spinor-1 condensate and pointed out inter
ing structures of its ground state for both ferromagnetic a
antiferromagnetic interactions.
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